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Chapter 3: Malaysia—Addressing Talent Issues
Malaysia’s success in transforming itself into an upper middle income
nation is the result of consistent and substantial investments in
human capital development. However, in aspiring to further transform
into a high income, advanced nation by the end of the decade, our
requirements for top talent are urgent and immediate. Malaysia
needs to raise its benchmark for human capital management in
order to secure the needed talent.
Malaysia has skilled talent that is world class and in high demand.
Unfortunately, due to globalisation and the increased mobility of
labour, we find ourselves having to compete for our own talent in
the international market. Brain drain poses a challenge to our
transformation ambitions.
Brain drain and other forms of talent loss, however, are not in
themselves the problem, but are symptoms of underlying issues. To
meet the talent demand of tomorrow, we need to enhance our ability
to nurture, attract, and retain talent today. Our talent issues are far
reaching and require the collective action of both the public and
private sector. The Government is cognisant of the issues hampering
the supply of talent and has embarked on a comprehensive range of
structural reforms to address them.

3.1 We are caught in the middle of a global war for talent
Globalisation has resulted in a war for talent, a battle Malaysia must
engage to secure the talent needed for economic transformation. As
talent becomes an increasingly sought-after commodity, globalisation
continues to facilitate their increasing mobility and responsiveness
to global demand and supply factors. Partly in response to this,
significant talent gaps are forecasted for countries around the world
by 2020 and even beyond (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1 Significant talent gaps [are] expected by 2020 and beyond

Strong talent shortage trend
Talent shortage trend
Low / no talent shortage trend
Strong employability challenge
Medium employability challenge
Talent gap trend
2010-20

2010-30

Note : Colour codes based on compound annual growth rates of talent supply and demand by 2020 and 2030

Source: World Economic Forum “Global Talent Risk – 7 Responses”, 2011

In 2010, there were approximately one million Malaysian diaspora
living and working in other countries (a third of these comprise skilled
individuals aged 25 years and above with tertiary-level education).1
Malaysia has relatively high brain drain intensity in that 10.5 percent
of skilled Malaysians have migrated (Figure 3.2). However, at the
same time, Malaysia’s situation is by no means unique.
Middle income countries face the highest migration rates as talent
has both the means and incentives to migrate. The incentive to
migrate is driven by the relative attractiveness of income levels,
career opportunities, and the quality of life in other countries. Hence,
the high brain drain intensity faced is an indication of Malaysia’s
declining relative attractiveness to talent.

1

World Bank, Malaysian Economic Monitor, “Brain Drain”, 2011
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Figure 3.2 Brain drain intensity has moderated, but remains
at high levels
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Source: TalentCorp Analysis, 2012

It is worthwhile to note that brain drain is not necessarily negative. It
is negative only when migration depletes the stock of skilled human
capital, potentially setting off a vicious cycle of insufficient talent.
This in turn depresses economic growth and investment, thereby
pushing more talent to migrate (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3 Brain drain can trigger a vicious cycle,
affecting the abundance of talent in a country
Talent Leakages

Fewer
jobs

Insufficient
talent

Constrained growth
and investments
Source: TalentCorp Analysis, 2012
Description: Detrimental brain drain can potentially affect the abundance of talent
in a country. As more talent leaves the country, the talent shortage
significantly constrains the industry’s ability to grow and scale up
investments. This eventually leads to fewer jobs and high income
opportunities, which further provokes more talent to leave, potentially
triggering a vicious cycle of brain drain and economic softening.

Malaysia has so far been spared the detrimental type of brain drain
that depletes the domestic stock of skilled human capital. This is
premised on the current situation where Malaysia’s talent pool has
been sustained by inflows from the education system that have
compensated for the outward migration of skilled talent (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4 The impact of skilled migration on human capital
in Malaysia remains positive
Total labor force and skilled labor force (thousands) and other shares of skilled (percent)
Effect on
total labor skilled labor
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Source: World Bank, Malaysian Economic Monitor, “Brain Drain”, 2011

Nevertheless, even if the overall stock of human capital is maintained,
the issue is not just about quantity but also about quality. Migration
typically tends to skew towards those with above-average skills.
Thus, the question is whether Malaysia can address its relative
attractiveness and ability to produce talent, in sufficient quantity and
quality, to meet the needs of economic transformation.

3.2 Supply and demand forces impact Malaysia’s talent pool
Malaysia’s talent pool comprises skilled human capital predominantly
supplied by the local education system. In addition, there are inflows
of global talent, consisting of returning Malaysian diaspora and
foreign talent. At the same time, priority sector demands on the
talent pool continue to evolve as they transform and move up the
value chain.
Obstructions in the talent pool have resulted in poor optimisation of
demand and supply, resulting in talent leakages. Brain drain is but
one form of this. Other forms include women leaving the workforce
and the mismatch of competencies between skills of local graduates
and industry needs.
While these talent leakages represent a substantial drain on
Malaysia’s talent pool, the issue is whether our pool can maintain
equilibrium to support our robust industry growth.
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3.3 An international benchmark of Malaysia’s talent situation is needed
In line with the country’s ambition to become a developed nation,
we need to benchmark Malaysia’s talent situation globally to begin
assessing our issues. The Global Talent Index (GTI) report by the
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) provides a general gauge on a
country’s ability to nurture, attract, and retain talent that they need.

Hamidah Naziadin
Director of Group
Corporate Resources
CIMB Group

Global Talent Manager
in Malaysia

We look out for talent who possess energy,
intelligence and integrity. There is a ‘limited edition’
of talent with the necessary skill sets and we are all
fishing from the same pond, hence we are looking
beyond the common pool.
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Figure 3.5 The top 15 countries ranked in the GTI are developed countries
Overall
Score
Category Weight

Demographics

Compulsary
education

University
education

Quality of
the labour
force

Talent
environment

Openness

Procilivity
to attracting
talent

11.1%

11.1%

22.2%

22.2%

11.1%

11.1%

11.1%

1.

United States

74.5

39.6

81.3

82.0

89.6

100.0

34.1

71.9

2.

Denmark

65.4

15.7

85.7

59.0

94.7

93.1

54.2

32.9

3.

Finland

64.2

17.9

80.2

59.5

92.8

81.9

53.5

40.0

4.
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63.4

22.1

83.2

56.5

87.0

80.6

55.3

42.1

5.

Norway

62.3

25.7

84.7

54.4

82.9

73.6

52.5

49.7

6.

Singapore

61.9

31.7

72.3

52.6

83.1

73.6

51.7

56.0

7.

Australia

61.9

31.7

72.3

52.6

93.1

73.6

51.7

56.0

8.

Canada

61.3

31.4

76.8

45.3

85.1

73.6

52.6

56.1

9.

Switzerland

60.9

20.5

77.8

41.2

84.7

87.5

56.7

53.8

10.

Hong Kong

60.8

28.9

65.8

35.8

75.5

77.8

83.3

68.5

11.

Israel

59.9

36.4

74.5

39.6

92.2

79.2

35.9

49.4

12.

Germany

59.9

11.5

79.3

47.5

82.9

81.9

53.9

51.1

13.

Netherlands

59.4

18.9

80.6

48.9

82.4

80.6

57.6

38.4

14.

United Kingdom

59.3

24.6

77.9

49.3

74.2

95.1

53.0

45.1

15.

New Zealand

59.1

28.2

80.3

51.2

74.0

80.6

52.8

39.4

Malaysia

41.1

38.6

58.6

29.4

44.1

50.0

39.5

36.5

...
39.

Source: Heidrick & Struggles, “The Global Talent Index Report: The Outlook to 2015”, EIU 2011

Out of 60 countries ranked, it is worthwhile to note that the top 15
mainly comprise developed nations, among which Malaysia aspires
to be (Figure 3.5). Malaysia’s overall performance, captured in 2011,
is middling and is forecasted to drop in 2015 (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6 Malaysia’s forecasted GTI performance
in 2015 is middling
Indicators

2012

2015

Overall Ranking

36

39
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11

Compulsory Education
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53

University Education

36

43

Quality of Labour Force
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42

Talent Environment

35

40

Openness

53

36

Proclivity to Attracting Talent

42

29

Source: Heidrick & Struggles, “The Global Talent Index Report:
The Outlook to 2015”, EIU 2011
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As illustrated in Chapter 2, Malaysia’s ranking for “demographics”
captures the advantage of being a predominantly young nation.
However, our overall ranking is affected by the very same categories in
which the top 15 countries (United States of America to New Zealand)
were ranked significantly higher, namely, “University Education”,
“Quality of Labour Force”, “Talent Environment” and “Proclivity to
Attracting Talent”. Results obtained from this benchmark indicate
that the key talent issues affecting Malaysia’s talent pool are:
i. Quality of Education;
ii. Availability of Talent;
iii. Workforce Productivity; and
iv. Livability.

3.4 There are issues that affect talent in Malaysia
A sustainable talent pool should maintain equilibrium between talent
inflows and outflows, thereby enabling a supply of appropriate talent
to meet the demands of industry in a timely manner. The issues in
Malaysia’s talent pool, in the areas of Quality of Education, Availability
of Talent, Workforce Productivity, and Quality of Life, compromise
this equilibrium (Figure 3.7). This is further compounded by brain
drain and the outflow of talent caused by both push and pull factors
globally and domestically. These are critical issues constraining the
ability of the pool to be a dependable and sustainable talent source.
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Figure 3.7 Issues within Malaysia’s talent landscape
aggravate talent leakages

Talent
Leakages

Livability
Fewer
jobs

Education
Insufficient
talent

ISSUES

Productivity

Availability

Constrained
growth and
investments
Source: TalentCorp Analysis, 2012
Description: The potential vicious cycle of brain drain is a symptom of underlying
issues that affect the talent environment in Malaysia. The education
system has a pivotal role in producing a sustainable pool of talent to
compensate for recurring leakages of talent. If unable to do so, the
lack of talent availability in the country could ultimately slow down
economic growth and investments, which would lower productivity. This
would lead to fewer high income opportunities, which could affect the
livability factor of the country, further aggravating talent leakages.

I. Quality of Education
Substantial investment in education, but mixed outcomes
Malaysia has made substantial investments in education. The
Government increased the allocation for non-physical infrastructure,
including human capital development, to 40 percent under the 10th
Malaysia Plan (10MP), compared with 21.8 percent under the previous
Plan. The outcomes, however, do not fully reflect the substantial
investment in education as indicated by several international reports
on the quality of Malaysian students.
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Figure 3.8 Malaysian eighth grade students’ Science and Mathematics scores have declined,
falling below the international average
Eight-grade TIMSS scores for science,
selected East Asian economies
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Eight-grade TIMSS scores for mathematics,
selected East Asian economies
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Source: International Association for the Evaluation of Education Achievement

For example, in the 2007 Trends in Mathematics and Sciences Study
(TIMSS), approximately 20 percent of local students did not meet the
minimum scores required for Mathematics and Science, resulting
in Malaysia’s scores falling below the international average (Figure
3.8).2 In another study conducted by the Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA) to assess the educational standards
of 15-year olds, Malaysia’s scores were below the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) average for reading,
Mathematics, and Science (Figure 3.9).

2

The TIMSS provides international comparisons on Mathematics and Science achievement
over time for students with eight years of schooling in participating countries. In 2007, a total
of 59 countries participated in the study.
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Figure 3.9 Malaysia’s scores in relation to OECD average for
reading, mathematics, and science

Source: World Bank, Malaysian Economic Monitor, “Modern Jobs”, 2012

Challenges faced by tertiary institutions
Today, there are 20 public universities, 33 private universities and
university colleges, four foreign university branch campuses, 22
polytechnics, 37 community colleges and about 500 private colleges
in Malaysia.3 None of Malaysia’s universities, however, managed to
earn a place in the 2011 Times Higher Education World University
Rankings, which ranks the Top 400 universities worldwide. In
comparison, Singapore has two universities, while Japan has five,
listed in the ranking.
International surveys demonstrate that the highest ranked
universities in the world are the ones that, among others, make
significant contributions to the advancement of knowledge through
research, teach with the most innovative curricula, and make
research an integral component of undergraduate study. Based on
international studies, Malaysia’s research and development (R&D)
indicators highlight that we continue to lag behind our neighbours in
terms of expenditure on R&D as well as qualified manpower for R&D
efforts (Figure 3.10).

3

Ministry of Higher Education, 2012
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Figure 3.10 Malaysia’s R&D indicators lag behind its Asia-Pacific neighbours

2008 GDP/
capita in
USD
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n/a

0.05
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4,750

7.67

9

Malaysia

8,200
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44

0.64

2,712

13,576

4.4

212

Philippines

1,900

81

10

0.12

624

4,079

8.25

33

Singapore

39,400

6,099

529

2.52

6,813

45,943

8.49

481

4,200

311

160

0.23

4,134

21,001

7.02

28

Thailand

Source: Various World Bank Reports

In addition, the number of unemployed graduates with either a diploma
or degree from local institutions of higher education has risen since
the 1980s to record 24.6 percent in 2010.4 High unemployment rates
among graduates and the industrial sectors’ complaints of shortages
in qualified personnel suggest that the higher education system
faces significant challenges, especially in terms of raising the quality
of graduates, enhancing industry relevance, and strengthening
university-industry links.

We are looking for
change agents. However,
we feel there is a scarcity of
professionals in all areas of
banking. This has led us to
even hire from non-banking
industries. It’s necessary for
graduates to enhance their
skills in English language
proficiency, critical thinking
capability and general
readiness for the job
market.

4
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Michelle-Ann Iking

Senior Organizational
Development Manager
Human Resources
Citibank
Member of
TalentCorp
Lab 2010
Global Talent
Manager in Malaysia

MOHE, “Statistics of Higher Education of Malaysia”, 2010

II. Availability of Talent
Shortages of top talent and highly skilled workers
As Malaysia progresses from a production-oriented to knowledgeand innovation-oriented economy, its key industries require a
workforce with a different profile. The shift towards higher valueadded activities has led to calls for a larger pool of top talent and a
highly skilled workforce.

Figure 3.11 Malaysia takes a relatively long time
to fill professional vacancies
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The process of employing the right talent in Malaysia can be a costly
and time-consuming process. For example, it takes six weeks to fill
a professional position in Malaysia compared to three weeks in the
Philippines and two weeks in Indonesia (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.12 Forecasted shortages in talent will result in a lengthier
amount of time to fill job vacancies in the Oil & Gas sector
Job areas (Top 10 by shortages)
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60 - 90 days
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> 90 days
2014

Mechanical Technicians

30 - 60 days

2013
2012
94
95
85

Electrical Technicians
0

30 - 60 days
500

1000

1500
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Source: TalentCorp, Oil and Gas Sector Study, 2012

Key sectors and industries such as Oil & Gas, Electronics and
Electrical (E&E), Communications, Content and Infrastructure (CCI),
Financial Services, and Business Services are in constant search for
talent to continuously grow and move the industry up the value chain.
Figure 3.12 shows the current and forecasted average time taken to
fill key top positions in Malaysia’s O&G sector due to potential talent
shortages.
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The need to enhance the employability of graduates
The immediate source of top talent for Malaysia’s key industries is the
pool of local graduates, but there are two concerns. Firstly, though
the number of university graduates in the workforce has increased,
that figure is still low relative to that of other developed economies
and even some of our regional peers (Figure 3.13).

Darrel Devan Lourdes

We are currently facing
shortages of expertise and
technical specialists in the
Oil and Gas industry such
as geologists, petroleum
engineers, wells engineers
and technical development
staff. A strategy of acquiring
the best talent from all over
the world regardless of
background needs to be
pursued as a good fix for the
challenges in the short term.

Country Human Resource Manager
Shell
Global Talent Manager in Malaysia
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Figure 3.13 The share of university graduates in the labour force increased rapidly in the past
decade, but remains below that of advanced economies and even some regional peers
Labor force composition by highest level of education
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Source: World Bank, Malaysian Economic Monitor, “Modern Jobs”, 2012

The availability of well-educated, highly skilled talent in the
workforce is important as Malaysia moves towards a knowledgebased economy.
Secondly, the skills provided by the education system are an ongoing
concern for the industry. The improvement of modern technology
and growth in management innovation has led to the demand for
a wider range of workplace skills and an expectation for improved
performance at work.
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There are still talent in
the country that we can
tap on so that they can
contribute to the nationbuilding. We need more
confident and articulate
individuals who can
team well in a dynamic
environment.

Chua Chai Ping. Country Human
Resource Head. Accenture Solutions

Global Talent Manager in Malaysia

Nearly half of the Malaysian firms recently surveyed cited the lack
of Information Technology skills and poor English proficiency as key
restraints to hiring. Poor communication skills was the third top
reason, while good academic qualification was not even featured in
the top 10 reasons (Figure 3.14).5

5

World Bank, Malaysian Economic Monitor, “Modern Jobs”, 2012
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Figure 3.14 Firms generally identify non-routine and other
soft skills as a key restraint to hiring

Source: World Bank, Malaysian Economic Monitor, “Modern Jobs”, 2012

III. Workforce Productivity
Productivity-wage disconnect
Malaysia is currently facing a disconnect between workforce
productivity, skills, and labour market compensation structures.
Wage growth in the manufacturing sector has been slow, lagging
productivity (Figure 3.15).
Figure 3.15 Wage growth lagged productivity in manufacturing

Source: World Bank, Malaysian Economic Monitor, “Modern Jobs”, 2012
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Inflexible hiring and firing practices
Malaysia’s labour regulations continue to receive mixed reviews,
with those related to hiring and firing viewed as cumbersome and
undermining efficiency and competitiveness. Consequently, Malaysia
ranks low in the Southeast Asian region in terms of labour market
flexibility (Figure 3.16).

Figure 3.16 Malaysia ranks low in the region in terms of
labour market flexibility
Index (10=highest)
10
8
6
4
2
Hong Kong Singapore

Malaysia

Thailand

IndonesiaK

orea

Hiring and Firing regulations

Centralized collective bargaining

Hours regulations

Mandated cost of worker dismissal

All Labor Market Regulations

Source: World Bank, Malaysian Economic Monitor, “Modern Jobs”, 2012

As an example of the rigidity of relevant regulations, Malaysian
employers are required to pay an average compensation of 75 weeks
of wages to employees who have worked for 20 years compared to
56 weeks in Thailand and four weeks in Singapore (Figure 3.17).
This causes the selection of potentially retrenched employees to be
skewed based on specified criteria, including length of service.
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Figure 3.17 Redundancy costs in Malaysia are relatively high

Source: World Economic Forum, World Competitiveness Report, 2011

Insufficiently leveraged pool of latent talent
Although Malaysia has done well in achieving gender parity in
education, this has not translated into improving women’s participation
rates in the workforce. The national Labour Force Participation
Rate among women in Malaysia has not surpassed the 50 percent
mark since the 1980s. Labour force participation, especially among
women, is low by regional and international standards (Figure 3.18).
Among the top reasons for poor women participation are inflexible
working arrangements and the lack of appropriate infrastructure to
allow women to return to the workforce after they have left, usually
to tend to family commitments.
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Salika Suksuwan

Head of Recruitment
PwC Malaysia
Global Talent in Malaysia

Initially, I couldn’t imagine how I was going
to juggle motherhood and deliver my
responsibilities. I’m glad that with the flexible
working arrangement, I didn’t have to give up my
career and I could stay on to make a difference.
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Figure 3.18 Women’s labour force participation rate is low relative
to other Asian and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) economies

Source: World Bank, Malaysian Economic Monitor, “Modern Jobs”, 2012

IV. Livablity
Salary growth not on par with cost of living
In 2012, the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU)’s ranking of the world’s
most expensive cities saw Kuala Lumpur (KL) rise 12 places to take
the 74th place out of 140 cities in terms of living costs. Similarly,
in 2011, Mercer’s Cost of Living survey ranked KL 104th out of the
214 most expensive cities for expatriates, rising 34 places from the
previous year.
Salaries, however, have not grown in tandem with this rise in cost of
living. In fact, post-1997 Asian financial crisis, Malaysia’s growth in
real salary and wages (wages minus inflation) has not returned to precrisis levels across all sectors (Figure 3.19). The disparity between
earning power and living cost is a factor heightening difficulties
in attracting and retaining foreign talent alongside homegrown
Malaysian talent.
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Figure 3.19 Malaysia’s growth in real wages has not increased
substantially post-1997 Asian Financial crisis
Malaysia - Real Wage Changes

Pre-crisis
‘94-’97

Post-crisis
‘98-’07

Average Increase for
EOI

5.6

1.9

Electrical and
electronics (E&E)

6.2

2.5

Petroleum, chemical,
rubber, plastic products
and real estate

6.0

1.5

Textiles, wearing
apparel and leather
products

5.8

-1.3

Wood products, furniture, paper products,
printing and publishing

2.8

1.4

Average Increase for
DOI

6.8

1.4

Transport
equipment and other
manufactures

7.9

2.5

Food, beverages and
tobacco

6.8

1.2

Non-metalic mineral
products, basic metal
and fabicated metal

5.9

0.6

Total Manufacturing

5.9

1.8

Industry

ExportOriented
Industries
(EOI)

DomesticOriented
Industries
(DOI)

Increase in real wages per annum (%)

Source: World Bank, “Reshaping Economic Geography Report in East Asia”, 2009

Some of the primary considerations for global talent is the quality of life,
professional development, and job opportunities offered. In the 2011 EIU
survey, KL was ranked as the 78th most liveable city in an assessment
of 140 cities based on stability, healthcare, culture and environment,
education, and infrastructure considerations (Figure 3.20).
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Figure 3.20 A high quality of life in cities is essential
to attract and retain talent
City

Ranking

Melbourne

2

Vienna

3

Sydney

7

Tokyo

18

Hong Kong

31

Singapore

53

Kuala Lumpur

78

Bangkok

101

Manila

107

Hanoi

123

Jakarta

125

Source: Economic Intelligence Unit, “Global Livability Survey”, 2011

While KL is ranked better than most cities in Southeast Asia, it is still
far behind global cities, such as Tokyo and Hong Kong.
Shrinking Expatriate Base
One of the important pre-requisites of successful global cities is the
presence of highly skilled global talent (Figure 3.21).

Figure 3.21 Global cities have a large number of foreign born residents

Source: World Bank, Malaysian Economic Monitor, “Smart Cities”, November 2011
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Figure 3.22 Malaysia’s skilled expatriate base has been shrinking

Source: New Economic Advisory Council, New Economic Model, 2010

In contrast to cities that host many expatriates, Malaysia’s highly
skilled expatriate base has been shrinking since 2004. The downtrend
in the number of expatriates working in the country was noted in the
New Economic Model (NEM) as a cause for concern (Figure 3.22).

As an expatriate, I had to apply
for renewal of my Employment
Pass every two years. This did
not make me feel settled for
the long term until I received
my Residence Pass. Now I am
able to make solid plans for my
family for the next decade and
accept assignments with local
universities to mentor future
design students.

Shirish Kaner

Manager of Innovation Design
Motorola Solutions
Residence Pass –Talent Holder
Global Talent in Malaysia
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Top global talent face restrictive entry regulations
Malaysia’s immigration regulations are deemed cumbersome by
both foreign talent and the employers wishing to hire them. Out of
the 59 countries ranked in the IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook,
Malaysia scored a middling 39th place in the category of prevention
of employing foreign labour through immigration laws.

Figure 3.23 Countries that are able to attract world-class talent
have clearly improved their competitiveness ranking
Scale of liberalisation vs world competitiveness ranking by country
World Competitiveness Rank

Scale of Liberalisation

14
2

12
2

10

3

8

5

4

6

6
8

4
2

10

10 Scale of Liberalisation

0

0

Malaysia
Entry

Australia
Restricitions

Singapore
Immigration

Hong Kong

is a combined
consideration of
entry, operations
and business
development

World Competitiveness Ranking

Source: PEMANDU

Laws governing professionals in the country have also been perceived
to be less flexible in allowing global talent to practise professionally
in Malaysia. Figure 3.23 shows the relationship between the country’s
competitiveness and its scale of liberalisation. In comparison with
Australia, Singapore, and Hong Kong, Malaysia’s scale of liberalisation
is significantly lower, thereby impacting Malaysia’s competitiveness
internationally.
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3.5 Government has initiated structural reforms to address these issues
The issues affecting Malaysia’s ability to nurture, attract, and retain
talent are wide-ranging and involve many stakeholders, both public
and private. While the issues of pay levels commensurating with
productivity and best practices for talent management in industry
are principally the private sector’s responsibility, the Government is
cognisant that these issues need to be addressed. Success, however,
depends on the effective, collective action by both the Government
and industry.

Figure 3.24 Key structural reforms (Government initiatives)
to address talent issues
ISSUES
A. Quality of Education

REFORMS

MINISTRY /AGENCY

Education Review

Ministry of Education
(MoE)

Graduate Employability
Blueprint

Ministry of Higher
Education (MoHE)

New Economic Model

New Economic Advisory
Council (NEAC)

Strategic Reform Initiatives

PEMANDU

C. Workforce Productivity

Labour Law Reform

Ministry of Human
Resource (MoHR)

D. Quality of Life

Government Transformation
Programme

PEMANDU

B. Availability of Talent

Source: TalentCorp Analysis, 2012

Malaysia has rolled out a wide range of initiatives in response to the
four categories of talent issues that continue to affect the nation’s
talent pool (Figure 3.24). The following section examines the key
initiatives undertaken to resolve them through national programmes
under various ministries and government agencies.
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As Malaysia strives to be
a developed nation by
year 2020, a progressive
civil service will provide
a conducive environment
for the Government,
industry and general
society to interact.

Norazman Ayob

Director of Infrastructure Section
Public-Private Partnership Unit
Prime Minister’s Department

Cross Assignment from Public Service to Proton
Homegrown Talent in Malaysia
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Initiatives implemented to raise the Quality of Education
The Ministry of Education (MoE), Ministry of Higher Education
(MoHE), and PEMANDU have been involved in rolling out measures
and coordinating efforts to improve the quality of education from
primary to tertiary levels.
MoHE has initiated the Accelerated Programme for Excellence (APEX)
to identify Malaysian universities that have the greatest potential to
be world-class institutions. Universities that are granted APEX status
are given financial assistance to compete with other international
world-class universities. In 2010, APEX status was awarded to
Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM), with the expectation that USM
will be among the top 200 in the World University Rankings in five
years’ time and top 100, if not top 50, by 2020. In addition to raising
the quality of universities, the MoHE is also focusing on improving
the employability of graduates through its Graduate Employability
Blueprint.
In tandem, PEMANDU, through the Government Transformation
Programme (GTP) and the Economic Transformation Programme
(ETP), has also coordinated the implementation of education-related
programmes and projects. The Education National Key Economic
Area (NKEA) focuses on basic education (primary and secondary),
Technical Education and Vocational Training (TEVT), as well as
tertiary education (domestic and international students).6
Initiatives implemented to address the Availability of Talent
Various measures have been taken at the national, regional and sector
level to ensure that industries have access to the required talent. The
MoHR’s Strategic Plan 2011-2015 (Thrust 5), which outlines several
strategies to address skills availability, also includes strategies to
streamline local skills development programmes, improve graduate
employability, and increase the availability of skilled workers in the
country.
Organisations such as PEMANDU have coordinated the
implementation of upskilling programmes such as the National
Talent Enrichment Programme (NTEP) to meet the requirements of
the regional corridors for skilled human capital.

6

ETP Annual Report, 2011.
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Mohd Azharuddin Mat Sah

Vice President
Special Projects, Managing Director’s Office
Khazanah Nasional Berhad
Cross Assignment from Khazanah to PEMANDU
Homegrown Talent in Malaysia

I am proud to have contributed in critical
national projects during my assignment in
PEMANDU like KTM Komuter and upgrading
of Puduraya Sentral. Through this experience,
I have learned that nation building is one
mammoth task, but a truly rewarding one.

At the sector and industry level, institutions such as Bank Negara
Malaysia (BNM) and the Securities Commission of Malaysia as well
as Multimedia Development Corporation (MDeC) have been actively
involved in talent development programmes for the banking and
finance and Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
sectors.
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Initiatives implemented to improve Workforce Productivity
Addressing the efficiency of the labour market has been one of the
measures identified in the NEM to enhance the quality of human
capital in the country.
Figure 3.25 Selected NEM recommendations to improve
the labour market

Source: National Economic Advisory Council, “New Economic Model
for Malaysia – Part 1”, 2010

Acting on the recommendations of the NEM, the Government has
initiated measures towards reforming labour laws, enhancing labour
market information, developing a productivity-linked wage system,
reviewing the retirement age, establishing human resource centres,
and encouraging women’s participation in the workforce (Figure 3.25).

The Cross Assignment
Programme has enabled me
to embrace the unknown
and be quick and persistent
in adapting to changes.
Implementing project risk
management in Sime Darby’s
Vision Valley and Educational
Hub in Johor has been
particularly exciting.

Norazha Ismail. Vice President I, Risk Management Property Division. Sime Darby
Cross Assignment Programme. Cross Assignment from Telekom Malaysia to Sime Darby.
Homegrown Talent in Malaysia
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Initiatives implemented to improve the Quality of Life
The ETP, through the Greater Kuala Lumpur/Klang Valley (KL/KV)
NKEA, aims to transform this city into the top-20 most livable cities
worldwide and top-20 economic cities in the world. It also looks
at a comprehensive makeover of the Greater KL/KV to improve its
attractiveness to Malaysians, foreign multinational companies and
global talent. This includes, among others, enhancing the ambience
of the city and improving its physical environment.7

The city of Kuala Lumpur
has never been as vibrant
and the work-life balance
is manageable. Easy access
to other Southeast Asian
countries definitely makes a
difference.

7
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ETP Annual Report, 2011

Yong Mien Dee

Manager
Performance Management and
Delivery Unit (PEMANDU)
Prime Minister’s office
Returning Expert Programme
Global Talent back in Malaysia

While it is undeniable that Malaysia has talent issues affecting the
talent pool, the Government has made substantial and wide-ranging
efforts to address them. Many of these initiatives to bring about
structural reform have been placed to lead Malaysia towards Vision
2020 (Figure 3.26). Nevertheless, more demands and requirements
will be placed on Malaysia’s talent pool as the global war for highly
skilled, top talent escalates.
Figure 3.26 The Government has embarked on structural reforms to
address talent issues

Source: TalentCorp, 2012

The Government is cognisant of our critical talent issues whereby
Government has embarked on various structural reforms to
address them. TalentCorp complements these structural reforms,
supporting the ETP, to catalyse a virtuous cycle of talent. A review
of the education system is needed to enhance talent availability in
the country, which will increase economic growth and investment.
The labour market conditions will then need to be improved to create
a vibrant job market with abundant high income jobs and career
opportunities. The subsequent rise in quality of life with the support
of the GTP will then be able to attract and retain more talent in the
country, thereby enabling Malaysia a global talent hub.
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3.6 Conclusion
In 2010, the NEM highlighted that no single agency in Malaysia looks
at talent at an aggregate level, much less the need for a critical mass
in specific areas of expertise. This observation was echoed in the
10MP, which drew a parallel between the Malaysian Investment
Development Authority’s role in attracting capital investment
and the need for a single agency to be tasked with delivering the
human capital that Malaysia most critically needs from local and
international sources. This need for a single focal point acting as a
bridge between talent, industry, and relevant government agencies
brought about the establishment of TalentCorp (Figure 3.27).

Figure 3.27 TalentCorp will act as a focal point
for talent stakeholders

Source: TalentCorp, 2012

In this context, TalentCorp will fill the gap in identifying the critical
skills needed and finding solutions to talent issues affecting the
nation’s economic transformation. Armed with the mandate to
nurture, attract, and retain talent, TalentCorp will work with the
relevant stakeholders to develop a globally competitive, creative,
and innovative first-world talent base to drive Malaysia’s economic
transformation agenda.
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